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RANGELEY RECOLLECTIONS.
I  recall the landscape pictures of the 
lake region as among the finest in New 
England. Those who have stood on the 
summit of Bald Mountain, rising from 
the borders of two lakes and commanding 
a view westerly to the White Mountains 
of New Hampshire, can imagine the mag- 
nificanee of the wider outlook in all direc­
tions from Mount Saddleback. A  minor 
view of great beauty is that from the hill 
rising easterly from the village. Where is 
there a finer western horizon than the 
wooded mountain west of Lake Cupsuptic 
bathed fin the gold and purple of sunset? 
If the soil of Rangeley has produced no 
poet it was not the fault of environment, 
and her laureate may come soon.
As to future hotel accommodations in 
Rangeley, the man who preempts the top 
of Bald Mountain, builds a hotel there 
and a railroad and telegraph to it will 
have selected the finest site in the lake 
country and opened up an enterprise not 
only full of financial promise to the in­
vestor, but of unique delight to thousands 
of summer patrons. A  railroad passing 
over the mountain from lake to lake, with 
termini at steamboat landings, making 
easily accessible a great hotel on the sum­
mit, would make old Bald Mountain the 
Rigi of the mountains and lakes of north­
western Maine.
It is announced that the Androscoggin 
Water Power Company has abandoned 
river-driving and will transport its lum­
ber by rail. If this is true it suggests the 
hope that the new mode of transportation 
together with the use of electric power at 
Rumford Falls, Lewiston and Livermore, 
may tend to supersede the necessity of 
holding back the lake water by dams, and 
that the demolition of these structures 
may result in l’estoring the old-time 
beauty of the sandy shores now under 
water.
The hotels and the club house of Range- 
ley are a great convenience, but the fine 
aroma of the lake country was impaired 
when the camp-fire went out under the 
tall poplars at Indian Rock. Table d’ 
hote dinners are served there now, but 
what old frequenter of the spot is there 
who would not gladly exchange them for 
the coarser fare and the appetite of fifty 
years ago; for the tea brewed in a tin 
kettle over the burning logs and the pota­
toes saute in an improvised vessel of birch 
bark or roasted in the ashes; for trouts 
broiled on the coals, or browned on 
wooden spits?
The old-time farmers of the settlement 
who were short of barn room used to 
stack the overflow of hay and grain. So 
when a poor fellow took to himself a wife 
before he had provided a shelter for her, 
Aunt Mary Toothaker suggested that he 
teould probably dispose of her as the 
farmers did the surplus produots of their 
fields. Aunt Mary was born Quimby, 
and she enjoyed a good share of the family 
wit.
The only husking bee at the Lakes that 
* remember was on the Rangeley place 
tehen William Plaisted occupied it. The 
corn crop west of Saddleback which was 
mostly “ pig ears,” did not encourage the 
festivity, and if we were able to get a few 
roasting ears about the time of the first
frost it was thought to be a bit of good 
luck. As I failed to get an invitation to 
the Plaisted husking, history must be 
silent as to the outcome of that rare event 
in our local annals. If there were any red 
ears of corn there they were probably 
brought surreptitiously from Phillips.
I believe Miss Almira Whitney, now 
Mrs. Staples, was the first white woman 
who climbed to the summit of Bald 
Mountain. Late in the 40’s two Boston 
women made the ascent, came down and 
spent the night at Indian Rock. But on 
their way thither, night having come on, 
they and their escort lost the path 
through the woods and were preparing 
to bivouac, when one of the party, who 
had pressed ahead to discover the lay of 
the land, returned with a torch and 
escorted his companions to their destina­
tion. A  comfortable camp, a good fire 
and a supper of boiled potatoes and 
butter delightfully contrasted with the 
hardships of the day.
In consequence of an unpleasantness in 
his school-district, which resulted in the 
establishment of Amanda Allen, mother 
of “Nordica,” as teacher, the writer of 
these memoirs was sent to a private 
school at the Rangeley house and after­
ward for a term at a district school at 
Elijah Welch’s, near the east shore of 
Dodge Pond. We drove thither on the 
ice, sending the team home without a 
driver to remain until the school was out 
for the day. There came one day Peter 
Smith, peddling clams, and scholars were 
allowed to go out and see the first black 
man who had ever come to the settle­
ment. Peter afterward kept store where 
the “city” now stands.
The names of school teachers in the 
settlement from late in the 30’s to early in 
the 50’s are, so far as I can reoall them, as 
follows:
Abigail Dakin, Serepta Dakin, Amanda 
Allen, Job Sylvester, Daniel Sylvester, 
Jonas Allen, J. H. Bennett, Lydia Smith, 
Elizabeth Flint, Mr. Soule, Phebe Whit­
ney, Eliza Hunter, Elder Cushman, 
Augusta Stevens, Eunice Wheeler, Cor­
nelia Dennison, Jerusha H. Haines, (all in 
the Toothaker district), Emily Butler, 
Chloe Stevens, Mary C. Haines, Lydia 
Marrow, Maria Brett, Rachel Lufkin, 
Elizabeth Cushman, Almira Quimby.
I do not remember that anybody in the 
settlement kept bees, but in its many fields 
and pastures of clover, red and white, the 
undomesticated honey gleaner abounded, 
and many were the nests of sweetness dis­
covered and ravaged by the boys in those 
days, when “ houghten” sweets were too 
costly for every day use. Honey has 
never tasted “ so good” since!
Near the end of the 30’s there came to 
the settlement a United States official 
with a big roll of bank notes and a big 
dog. His business was to distribute 
among the citizens a moiety of Uncle 
Sam’s treasury surplus. It was only two 
or three dollars for each legal voter, but I 
think nobody in the settlement neglected 
to meet the disbursing officer and receive 
the little douceur. To-day our Uncle 
Samuel has other ways of getting rid of 
his cash.
O ld  L a k e k .
[It has been frequently mentioned that
Mrs. Tibbetts was the first child born in 
Rangeley. The first male baby was Jo­
seph Toothaker, late of Phillips, and the 
parents were the first couple married in 
town. The wedding was in 1821. Ed.]
“ LET THERE BE LIGHT”
Phillips Obeyed the Command 
Saturday Night.
T h e  T o w n  a B la ze  of G loh t  F rom  E n d  
to  E n d  in  H o n o r  of t h e  R e c en t  
V ic t o r y .
Saturday night was selected for the 
demonstration over the election- of Mc­
Kinley and Hobart. It was gotten up by 
the Republicans, but the almost unani­
mous illumination throughout the town 
would seem to indicate that political 
lines nad been forgotten, and that all 
were anxious to show* that they had a 
hand in it.
The train from Farmington, bringing 
Wheeler’s Band and three oars of visitors, 
was the signal for the commencement and 
the bonfires were lighted on the common 
near Union church.
As soon thereafter as possible, the men 
and boys with torches and transparencies, 
headed by Wheeler’s Band and led by 
Wm. Kelley, the 6 ft. 7 inch drum major, 
began the line of march.
The route was up Main St. through the 
upper village to the Bonney cottage, up 
the Rangeley road to S. D. Davis’ resi­
dence, down the Dodge road to School 
St., across the bridge and up the hill to 
W. H. McKeen’s, down past Union church 
to South St., round to Pleasant St. to 
Hon. Joel Wilbur’s, back to the place of 
starting where they were disbanded. Col. 
E. M. Robinson was chief marshall, aided 
by W. H. McKeen and Wm. True.
Lambert Hall was very quickly filled as 
it was never filled before and then began 
the task of feeding the multitude.
The whole was a grand success, well 
planned and well carried out.
The special from Rangeley contained 
three cars, ail filled, but it was late and 
the parade was half over before they 
arrived.
The streets on the east side of the river 
were in such shape, owing to work of the 
Water Works Company, that some of 
them had to be left out of the line of 
march.
Illuminations and decorations were 
made by the following at either house or 
place of business:
Lambert Hall, the Misses Timberlake, 
B. E. Pratt, office, Hon. F. E. Timberlake, 
Harry Staples, C. U. Plaisted, Harry F. 
Beedy, Esq., Mr. M. Sanders, Dr. Rollin, 
the Phillips & Rangeley dwelling house, 
J. W. Brackett, Dr. Currier, Mrs. D. H. 
Toothaker, Edgar Toothaker store, Mrs. 
Taylor, Hon. N. U. Hinkley, Fred Daven­
port, W. B. Butler, Will Millett, E. D. 
Prescott, J. W. Butterfield, Esq., N. P. 
Noble, Esq., John Frashier, M. S. Hink­
ley, B. T . Parker, Joel Walker, J. W. 
Carlton, shop, the Creamery Store, Fre­
mont Scamman, M. W. Records, Joseph 
Grover, the Willows Hotel, Geo. Cush­
man, Hamilton Record, James Noble, 
Geo. W. Grover, George Brown, the 
Bonney cottage, Frank Edwards, Miss 
Sarah Toothaker, Geo. A. French, 
Michael Mahoney, Nathaniel Toothaker, 
Dana Aldrich, E. H. Kenniston, • Wm. 
Bangs, S. D. Davis, Mrs. Sawyer and
Fremont Vining, G. E. Rideout, J. W. 
Carlton, M. H. Kenniston, Rev. W. A. 
Nottage, S. G. Haley, D. W. Wells, 
James F. Toothaker, Mrs. S. W. Parlin. 
On the east side of the river were: D.
C. Leavitt, W. H. McKeen, W. H. Kel­
ley, Silas Farmer, Geo. B. Dennison, 
Isaac Oakes, Phillips Woolen Company’s 
mill, Harry P. Dill. South St.; J. H. 
Byron, and Capt. J. E. Thompson, S. 
A. Blanchard, H. A. Carpenter, Miss 
Amanda Church, Fred Sweetser, Miss 
Bana Beal, H. J. Hescock. Pleasant 
St.; Elmer Voter, A. M. Greenwood, O. 
W. Russell, F. W. Atwood, A. G. 
Turner, Mrs. C. E. Parker, Harry W . 
Austin, Esq., J. M. Wheeler, Ed. Green­
wood, Mrs. T . C. Crosby, Mrs. Lucinda 
Adams, Col. E. M. Robinson, J. B. 
Noble, Frank H. Wilbur, Hon. Joel 
Wilbur, Herbert W. Goldsmith, Alonzo 
Record, Miss L. M. Brackett.
There were many beautiful decorations, 
tableaux and display of fireworks. 
Among the most artistic were those of 
Mr. Turner and Mrs. Parker, wife of the 
present post master. An immense 
amount of work was required in the 
arrangement of the windows. N. P. 
Noble had a very pretty window effect.
Tableaux, moving in some cases, per­
haps more correctly speaking, living pic­
tures, were given at Hon. F. E. Timber- 
lake’s residence, representing “Justice’* 
and “Liberty enlightening the world.’5' 
At. J. W. Brackett’s, six little girls; 
represented the'New England states, each 
bearing the name of the state represented, 
in letters of gold. Fremont Scamman had 
his little boy in the store show window 
with a drum, representing Victory.
F. W. Atwood had a drummer boy in 
little Reno, who was speaking as plain­
ly as his age would permit, “Hurrah for 
McKinley.” By his side stood Columbia 
in the person of Molly Hescock.
There were many other tastefully 
arranged window and lantern illumina­
tions. The Creamery Store was finely 
draped in the windows, and had two 
buck deer hanging in front. Between 
them was a fleece of wool, supposed to 
represent the “ Golden Fleece,” which was 
very appropriate at the present time.
It  was estimated that upwards of 3000 
people were on the streets.
The transparencies were numerous.
Avon.
Oliver Goding and Lewis Hardy are 
threshing the grain up under Mt. Blue.
S. R. Stone has gone to Portland for a 
short visit.
Elbridge Vining will have a social dance 
Saturday night Nov. 21, at Avon town 
house.
Effie Hilgrove has been quite sick with 
tonsilitis. Dr. Currier attended her.
Fred Morton and wife attended the 
dance at Bates hall Thursday night.
Jonas Badger was at work for Aruna 
Berry plastering his house last week.
There were about twenty-five attended 
Mrs. Elenor Wells’ birthday party. 3he 
received a number of presents. After re­
freshments were served all joined in a 
social dance, at a late hour all went home 
wishing Mrs. Wells many happy returns 
of the day.
Warren Whitney has been quite sick for 
a few weeks past. He came near having 
typhoid fever.
Mrs Ella Dow is at work at Phillips 
Hotel.
!R A j N b i C L E V  L A K i ; : :2
Phillips Locals.
The chicken supper which was to have 
been given this week by the Ladies’ Social 
Union, has been postponed unril the pro­
posed fair which will he held for two days 
sometime in December.
Mr. H. A. Prescott and family drove to 
Madison Sunday morning, where Mrs. 
Prescott and the children will visit for a 
time.
E. H. Shepard has moved his stock into 
the store formerly occupied by S. W. 
Bates.
The Ladies’ Social Union met with 
Mrs. Will Staples last Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Emory Worthley is visiting in 
town.
The foreign help on the waterworks began 
work on the east side of the river Wednes­
day. The street leading to Ambleside, is 
Only a rod wide and was wholly pre­
empted.
The Methodist Society held their annual 
chicken supper Wednesday evening at 
Bates’ hall. The attendance was exceed­
ingly large considering the very £bad 
weather. Nearly 100 took supper. There 
was much food left over and a supper was 
given Thursday evening which was largely 
patronized. After the tables were cleared 
a short program was carried out. Read­
ings by Miss Cassie Morrison and Miss 
Annie Timberlake and singing by the 
church quartette, games and marches end­
ed the entertainment. Over $32.00 was 
taken.
Will Skofield has bought and moved in­
to the house lately occupied by Horace 
Prescott. This starts the movers in mo­
tion, Daniel F. Field has moved into the 
house that Skofield vacated.
Mr. T . Murai, the talented young Ja­
panese, who was a fellow studeut of Rev. 
Mr. Ranney at Andover, and whose in­
teresting talk on Japan in this place will 
be pleasantly remembered, is again lectur­
ing in this state.
Mr. Myers, of Somerville, Mass., is visit­
ing his cousin, Miss Mertie Pratt.
The Young Peoples’ Union have prepar­
ed a program, consisting of musical and 
literary exercises, which will be given at 
the vestry on next Wednesday evening.
Mr. Elijah Nickerson, of Bangor, is 
visiting his brother Dearborn. He is a 
native of Phillips, and one of the oldest 
now living. He remembers when the 
Union church was built and also when the 
brick church, now the birch mill, was 
built. He is a very conspicuous figure on 
the street, tall and straight, with an 
active movement, long and flowing white 
hair and beard.
Geo. F. Towle, of Amesbury, Mass., 
formerly of Canton, played for the ball 
Friday night. His many friends were 
pleased to receive calls from him next day. 
He is very pleasantly located and likes the 
new place very much. Mr. and Mrs, 
Towle make their home with his daughter 
and husband, Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Adkins.
Jarvis D. Esty, of Soquel, Cal., former­
ly of this town, was elected one of the 
county supervisors of Santa Cruz Co. at 
the November election. He ran on the 
Republican ticket and received 24 ma­
jority, though the county, went over 200 
for the fusion ticket. This shows his 
popularity.
Tho Game Law’s Long Arm.
B o s t o n , N o v . 11.— The incident of the 
day was the arrival of requisition papers 
from Governor Cleaves, of Maine, for the 
extradition of Philip Marquad, the well- 
known Kilby street business man. Mr. 
Marquad has been indicted in Maine “for 
illegal killing of moose.” The papers 
were first received a few days ago, but 
were not accompanied by proper affidavits. 
They were sent back and returned to-day. 
The Governor honored the papers and Mr. 
Marquad will have to go back to Maine 
to answer.
The Commissioners mean business 
evidently.
Mrs. Symons Has Her Say.
A t the breakfast table the warden, Dr. 
Symons, gave some undergraduates an ac­
count of the funeral of the Duke of Wel­
lington, which lie had attended as a mem­
ber of the deputation from the university. 
He said that he had been impressed by 
many things, but most of all by the vast 
concourse of spectators, and that as lie 
gazed at the thousands who packed the 
streets the reflection occurred to him, 
“ Where will all these people get their din­
ner?”
“ I  think, my dear, you ought rather to 
have thought where will they get their 
spiritual food?” Mrs. Symons exclaimed 
with some acerbity. The warden could only 
murmur, ‘ ‘ Oh, yes, of course, my dear. ’ ’
But Mrs. Symons could not only rebuke 
her husband. She could help him in dif­
ficulties with true wifely help. When he 
reached his “ anecdotage,” he was apt to 
repeat his stories, and it was possible to 
prophesy with much accuracy when a story 
would come round at the breakfast parties, 
in which the warden showed himself a very 
kindly and genial host.. A  freshman in­
vited to one such breakfast was informed 
by his friends that a certain story would be 
told. The warden told it. To the general 
delight and consternation the foolish youth 
remarked after the due laughter had sub­
sided, “ They told pne, sir, you would give 
us that story.”
Mrs. Symons had the wit and presence 
of mind to break the silence by saying, 
“ How pleasant it is to find that the good 
warden’s words are so well remembered in 
the college!” — Blackwood’s Magazine.
Gazette.
Whether is Carlyle or Dr. Brewer right 
as to the origin of this word? Carlyle 
traces its origin to the fact that “ the first 
Venetian news sheet was sold for a gazza, 
or farthing, and named Gazette” (“ French 
Revolution,” part 2, book 1, chapter 4, at 
end). Dr. Brewer says that “ the first 
newspapers were issued in Venice by the 
government and came out in manuscript 
once a month during the war of 4563 be­
tween the Venetians anel Turks. The in­
telligence was read publicly in certain 
places, and the fee for hearing it read was 
one gazetta, ’ ’ etc. ( ‘ ‘ Dictionary of Phrase 
and Fable,” fourteenth edition).— Notes 
anel Queries.
Easily Explained.
“ There is one thing I  don’t understand 
about you, ’ ’ said the manager to the new 
clerk.
“ What is that?”
‘ ‘ Every time you see the figure 3 you call 
it 2. ”
“ Oh, that’s easily explained.”
“ How?” •
“ I  used to be a salesman in the ladies’ 
department of a boot shop. ’ ’— London Tit- 
Bits.
Blaise Pascal’s Career.
How many of ns have spent weary, 
wretched hours over our mathematics—  
and to those to whom figures do not come 
with ease, what a task it is. There was, 
however, a young French lad named Blaise 
Pascal, whose father had to hide his books 
so that the boy might not study mathe­
matics too much. A t the age of 12 Pascal 
rediscovered for himself elementary geom­
etry. At 16 ho composed a treatise on 
conic sections, and at 19 he invented a 
caiciL L" y machine to aid his father, whe 
had tal :• ■ sition in the treasury dc-
partme: < me French government. You 
see this ' i mild not be kept down sc 
great vr< -  -is gifts. Though lie tlied in 
16C3 1 .ore he v as 40 years old, he lived 
1 migh to become one of the greatest
r : hers anel scholars of his tin e, To­
rn y ri tings are read all over the \. < .rid,
aud ho r  mains one of the most astonish­
ing of tm  fnircns men of all times.—  
Arthur I.-.cLir in Et. Nicholas.
Embarrassing.
A  funny story is going the rounds in 
which the Lief actors were one of the 
judges of the high court and awell known 
barrister. During the hearing of a case 
the judge left his seat to look for a law 
book, and for a few minutes was bidden 
by the screen. Just as he disappeared 
from view the barrister hurried into court, 
and, seeing the vacant chair, remarked in 
a loud tone, with characteristic testiness: 
“ What— is the old fool gone to lunch 
eon?”
To his chagrin the judge popped his head 
round the screen, and, with a smile that 
was childlike and bland, replied:
“ No— he has not gone yet.” — London 
Tit-Bits
a ' r a il r o a d  MYSTERY.
Grinding:, Screeching Noises For Which 
There Is No Apparent Reason.
Between the 49 and 55 mile posts on the 
Carolina Central railroad there is a piece 
of track for a distance of nearly six miles 
that presents a singular condition that so 
far amounts to an inexplicable mystery. 
A ll trains going and coming go to grind­
ing and start a terrible squeaking when 
they get on this six miles of track. The 
noise comes from not only one car, but 
every locomotive, every coach and every 
car of whatever kind sets up a grinding as 
if turning a curve.
The noise is something like the screech­
ing of an ox cart that has no grease on itt 
and it is made by every truck in a train. 
The track is perfectly straight, ancl as 
there is no curve at all the cause of the 
grinding and squeaking has mystified the 
railroad people.
Every effort has been made to ascertain 
the cause of the difficulty. The locomo­
tives have been examined, the coachea-find 
cars have been scrutinized, every cross tie 
and every rail has been inspected, every 
'joint has been looked at, and every foot of 
the track has been reganged, but no ex­
planation could be found. The section 
master has almost crawled over the six 
miles on his knees in search of the cause. 
The roadmaster has tried his best to ferret 
out the matter, and the superintendent has 
been over the track and inspected it— all 
of them making repeated efforts time and 
again to find out what is the matter— but 
they have given it up as a had job. They 
have not only not been able to discover the 
cause of the noise, but have been unable 
to discover any theory to explain the mys­
tery.
It is one of the railroad mysteries of the 
age and has been going on for 20 years. 
During that time tho cross ties and rails 
have been replaced several times with new 
ones, but without effect. Who can explain 
the mystery?— Wilmington Messenger.
REALITY IG TH E  GREAT EDUCATOR.
Life la the Oldest and Best Endowed 
University In  the W orld .
Rev. Charles H. Paxkhurst, D. D., 
writes on ‘ Jubstitutes For a College 
Training” in Mie Ladies’ Home Journal. 
Dr. Parkhurst asserts that ‘ * there are a cer­
tain keenness and vigor of discipline that 
can conic to a man only as he lives out in 
the midst of things and becomes himself 
a part of the world aqd of the events with 
which the world is so solidly packed. 
Those to whom my words are particularly 
addressed are young men who are anxious 
to make themselves felt in the world, and 
to such it needs to he said that we best 
learn how to do by doing. A  sense of op­
portunity, «a feeling of being a part, even a 
minute part, of the machinery by which 
the threads of current event are being 
woven in, works upon us with the power 
of a fine discipline and a strong inspira­
tion. The s iidity of the burden that is 
carried helps to solidify the man who car­
ries it. Problems tumble easily apart in 
the field thut refuse to give up their secret 
in the study or even in the closet.
“ Reality is what educates us, and reality 
never comes so close to us with all its pow­
ers of discipline as when we encounter it 
in action. In books we find truth in black 
and white, but in the onrush of event we 
see truth at work, and it is only when 
truth is busy anel when we are ourselves 
personally mixed up in its activities that 
we learn to know of riow much we are ca­
llable or win tho power by which those ca­
pabilities can he made over into effect.
“ Let no young man, then, of spirit and 
purpose be dismayed by his inability to 
attend either college or university. Life is 
itself the oldest anel best endowed univer­
sity in the world and will guarantee to its 
pupils all in the way of vigor, keenness 
and grasp that they have in them the grace
n.mi persistency to acquire.” •
The Largest Book.
The largest book in the world, according 
to a recent lecture by Professor Max Mul­
ler of Oxford, is the “ Kutbo Daw; or, Thq 
Religious Codex of the Buddhists.” It is 
written on marble slabs, 729 in number, 
which it takes a city of pagodas to house, 
for each slab has its own separate house.
In  Great Britain a tax of $25 is levied 
upon a patent at the end of the fourth year 
and a similar tax every year after, which 
is somewhat increased toward the end of 
the term for which the patent is issued.
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, My Sweetheart.
’Twas a quaint rhyme scrawled in a spelling- 
book.
And handed to me with a bashful look.
By my blue-eyed sweetheart so fondly true,
In the dear old school days long years ago— 
“ If you love me as I love you 
No knife can cut our love in tw o .1'
That "Saunders’ Speller,” so tattered and 
torn,
Has always a halo of romance worn,
And never a poet with honeyed pen 
Has written so precious a rhyme since then— 
“If you love me as I love you.”
Ah. dear, you know I did,—I do.
I ’ve kept it safely for many a year—
This dog’s-eared, shabby old spelling hook, 
dear,
And now. as I hold it within my hand,
Again in-the school room I seem to Stand- 
Reading once more with rapture new—
“If you love me as I love you.”
How some foolish saying from out the past 
Like a rose branch is over the pathway cast, 
And the time of flowers, we still remember, 
Till winds! blow cold in the bleak December. 
God grant it always may be true—
“ That you love me as I love you.”
Carolyn L. Bacon.
Cheerfulness as a Duty*
It makes quite a difference oftentimes 
whether we feel obliged to do a thing or 
not, and perhaps it has never occurred to 
many to regard cheerfulness in the light of 
a duty that they owe to others.
Remember, I do not say that it is; 
there are many things that are not really 
obligatory, which yet keep the wheels of 
daily life running smoothly, and among 
them, cheerfulness is by no means the 
least.
It might he good for any community to 
have this subject “ talked up” a little. 
Ministers would find no lack of texts bear­
ing on it; schools would bo better for its 
practice, and if the members of each house­
hold would strive to outdo one another 
in cheerfulness, groat would be the gain 
thereof. What a change it would make 
in this good old world of ours if everyone 
should decide that from henceforth he 
would be cheerful, or would it savor too 
much of the millennium?
Days may be dark, but cheerful people 
carry their own sunshine, and in their 
presence “ December's as pleasant as 
May.” And did you ever note the effect 
that they have on the two most impres­
sionable classes, invalids and little child­
ren?
You may have callers of a stern or sober 
disposition, and children will either slip 
quietly out of the room, or play in some 
distant corner, but let the cheery friend 
drop in aud the little folks draw near at 
once as if magnetized.
And what a blessing'is cheerfulness in a 
sick room. The patient, poor soul, has 
grown so weary of hearing of his ailments 
and those of the “Job’s comforters” who 
think it a solemn duty to visit him.
You all know their style. Apparently 
they have not only kept a record of every 
ache and pain of their own, but the health 
of the community is painted in such dark 
colors that a stranger would not dare 
settle within twenty miles.
Do you wonder that after a call from 
one of them, which by the way, no nurse 
should allow, the patient is so much 
worse that there is a glance of apprehen­
sion when the door again opens. Only 
for an instant, for it Is the cheerful visitor 
who enters. A few sympathetic questions 
inform him of his friend’s condition, and 
then follows such a pleasant chat as 
leaves the sick one decidedly better.
* There has always been much complaint 
from good people that the young were not
attracted to Christianity, but they had 
only themselves to blame. So gloomy 
and forbidding were their faces whenever 
religion was mentioned, that it might well 
seem an undesirable possession.
Well do I remember one woman who 
was outwardly most devout that used to 
sit near us church. She had a large 
family which stood in such awe of her, 
that a look was sufficient to freeze them 
into positions such as children rarely 
assume in church.
I was too little to understand the 
prayer of the Pharisee, but not too little 
to he grateful that my lot was cast in a 
pleasant home with those who knew tho 
value of cheerfulness. Years after I  met 
this same woman, after hearing that she 
had changed her religion. I could well 
believe it for something had changed her, 
and she had learned how to smile, in a 
wintry fashion, but still it was a smile.
Happily for us there have always been 
Christians, whether in or out of a church 
it matters not, in whose cheerfulness we 
see reflected the “ majestic sweetness” 
that artists of all time have delighted to 
give to pictures of our Saviour.
Our hymn books need revising as well, 
though they have improved wonderfully 
within fifty years. Who but a confirmed 
dyspeptic would dream of calling this 
-world, on which a loving Father has 
lavished a wealth of loveliness, “ a wilder­
ness of woe,” and how is this to be 
reconciled with another writer who 
assures us that “religion never was 
designed to make our pleasures less.”
Since both cannot be right it follows 
that one writer was a cheerful man and 
the other his opposite.
And lastly we are told that the “Lord 
loves a cheerful giver.” This is an excel­
lent text with which to draw large church 
collections, as all preachers can testify, 
but gold and silver are not all that we 
are asked to give cheerfully. I  think it 
means anything that we can do for an­
other, lor in reading the lives of those 
who have been truly great, we are con­
stantly reminded that not only were their 
best eff ortsjgiven to the cause of humanity, 
but with the added grace that they yvere 
given cheerfully.
Cream-colored curtains require a little 
coloring mater in the starch. Tea and 
coffee have both been used for this pur­
pose, but the result is not satisfactory 
because the tint thus given is brownish 
rather than the one desired. The cream- 
colored starch sold in stores had also bet­
ter be avoided, as it sometimes happens 
that the curtains stiffened with it assume 
a decidedly salmon hue. A  lovely ivory 
tint is obtained through the use of boiled 
rhubarb. The species referred to is the 
Rheum, officinale, in such common use as a 
medicine, and may be bought at any 
druggist’s. Buy ten cents’ worth of rhu­
barb and pour upon it a pint of boiling 
water. Then let it cool and stir it into a 
howl of ordinary starch until the hue is 
exactly what you desire. The curtains 
must he dried after the dirt is washed out 
of them, and then be starched, onee more 
dried, and then be ironed with a very hot 
iron. Indeed, it is better instead of 
sprinkling them imperfectly to dip the 
curtains quickly into a tub of clear water, 
and folding them up smoothly lay them 
between folds of cotton cloth until they 
are in the proper condition for ironing. 
With the above-mentioned quantity of 
rhubarb from four to six small or two 
large pairs of curtains can be done up. 
One needs proportionately less rhubarb for 
a good many curtains to be starched at 
the same time. By careful attention to 
the above directions, curtains when done 
up, will look as good as new.—Harpers 
Bazar.
An old lady says: “ I attribute my
perfect freedom from the national disease 
of dyspepsia entirely to one iron rule 
which I mado years ago. That was never 
to eat when I was tired. No matter how 
hungry I am, I always rest before I break 
my feast.”
Which General?
Sometimes mamma calls me “ general,” 
I wish I knew which one?
But I always try to tell the truth.
So I hope it’s Washington.
But vrhen I tell my papa that,
He laughs loud as he can,
And says if she calls me general
To Rest the luvulid*
A bed in which an invalid has remained 
all day is sure to have become hot, 
wrinkled and generally uncomfortable by 
night. The bed should be remade and the 
upper sheet exchanged for a cool, aired 
one. The change can be easily effected by 
using two sheets, one for day and one 
for night, and does not in any way exact 
washing them every day. The air of the 
room should be changed as thoroughly as 
possible, and the different articles of 
household furniture changed and freshened 
up a bit to rest the sick eyes.
Chopping Instead of Kneading.
Try  chopping your bread instead of 
kneading it so long. It is a great help. 
Put plenty of flour on your bread-board 
and dough, when it has been stirred very 
stiff, and turn your bread often as you 
chop it.
nRT toast. • -
For good toast, dry all the moisture out 
of the bread before holding it to the fire, 
otherwise the outside will become browned 
and scorched while the middle remains 
spongy. To carry out this process, dry 
the slices of bread for a quarter of an hour 
in the oven, with the door open. Turn the 
bread once, so that both sides dry equal­
ly. The bread will toast very quickly af­
ter this treatment; and it will be crisp, 
yet neither hard nor tough. Directly 
toast is made it should be stood upright 
in a warm place till served.
She must mean Sheridan.
Because whenever she wants me,
And I am out at play.
1 nearly always seem to be 
’Bout “twenty miles away.”
— Youth's Companion.
Here are Some Hints for Your Holiday 
Gifts.
“If you want to look right sew your 
buttons on tight” is the motto painted in 
water colors on a novel button-bag that 
is being finished for the holidays. The main 
part of this bag is one-naif yard of two- 
inch ribbon, and its construction is quite 
simple. Fold the ribbon in half and in the 
fold place a spool of patent shoe thread; 
above it on the silk lightly mark a line in 
order that when a row of machine stitch­
ing is run across, the spool will be held in 
place, but not so tightly that tho thread 
cannot be unwound. Above the thread 
pocket made a similar pocket for the paper 
of needles, and then one for the scissors, 
and above this join the sides of the ribbon 
to form a small bag. Turn down the 
rough edges ®f the ribbon and make a nar­
row casing in which a small cord is to be 
run. This not only draws up the little 
buttor bag, but serves to hang up the en­
tire article. To the back of the bag at­
tach six button-holed leaves of white flan­
nel for the needle-book. The motto can 
first be out-lined on the ribbon with a soft 
pencil and then embroidered in with silk. 
Bright red and olive green make a dainty, 
pretty bag.
* * *
Papers that accumulate in odd coimers 
are often a source of despair to the thrifty 
housewife, and I am sure that such a news­
paper case as I  saw yesterday would be of 
the greatest use, as it is large enough to 
hold a quantity of papers. It is quite de­
corative and one might be put in every 
bed-room, as well as in the library or sit­
ting-room. To make such a case, a yard 
of fancy matting in rich, deep colors is re­
quired. The selvedged edges' form the 
sides; the rough edges are somewhat diffi­
cult to manage and the best way is to turn 
them down and fasten them at regular in­
tervals with patent brass fasteners, clench­
ing on the wrong side. Trim off the ends 
of the straw neatly. Turn up the lower 
end and tack it to the back with twine 
and a carpet needle, and finish the sides 
with large bows of satin ribbon, attach- 
ing-two big brass .rings at the top, by 
which to hang up the case. Decorate the 
front with a bunch of dried grasses or 
work “Papers” across it with heavy 
worsted.
*
A  piece of satin 15 inches wide and 10 
inches deep forms a charming sewing bag. 
This is to be folded in half and sewed up 
the side and bottom. The portion forming 
the top is cut to fashion four tabs two and 
a half inches in depth. The bag is lined 
throughout with silk or satin, forming a 
sort of binding at the top of the tabs, and 
is drawn up by ribbon run through a cas­
ing. The sides are trimmed by bows oL 
ribbon and frills of lace, and on the front 
is embroidered the initial of the person for 
whom the bag is intended, surrounded by 
an empire wreath.
Not long ago I  employed a young Ger­
man girl, among whose duties was the 
care of the lamps. After washing the 
chimneys, she rinsed them in cold water 
and placed them upright on the hot cook 
stove. I protested, but she said they 
would not break, so I  awaited results. 
When they were hot and steaming she 
took them off and polished them on a dry 
cloth and never, it seemed to me, did 
chimneys polish so easily or shine so 
brightly. Since that time our lamp chim­
neys are always cleaned that way. It is 
so easily and quickly done! Apparently 
the process tempers them somewhat, 30 
that they do not break so easily from any 
cause.
Rough art-linen in colonial shades of 
blue, green and red will he the most ap­
proved material for sofa cushions, table- 
covers, and all simple furnishings and 
hangings where utility and service are re­
quired.
New brushes that are an improvement 
on the feather duster have long handles 
with the brush of lamb’s wool, which 
gathers the dust and holds it. These 
brushes can be washed after using, where­
upon they are again made as white and 
soft as wool.
E X C E L L E N T  B R O W N  B R E A D .
Two cups sifted meal, scald with two 
cups boiling water, add one cup sweet 
milk or water, one cup flour, X  cup mo- 
lasses, two even teaspoons soda, one tea­
spoon salt. Steam five hours. Don’t let, 
the kettle stop boiling for the first two. 
hours or the brown bread will be heavy. 
It can be put in the oven a while to drv* 
off.
M r s . C ora  R ich a r d so n ,
Rangeley.
S P O N G E  C A K E .
One egg, beat in a cup. Fill the cup with 
sweet milk and beat thoroughly. Add one 
cup of sugar, one teaspoon of cream tar­
tar, X  teaspoon of soda, a pinch of salt, 
and I X  cups of flour.
-A-v o n - M rs . H il l g r o v e .
S N O W  P Y R A M ID S .
To one pint of cold thick cream add four 
tablespoons of powdered sugar, one 
teaspoon of vanilla and one-quarter of a 
box of gelatine which has been soaked in 
a little cold water and then dissolved by 
standing over the t k e t t le .  When it be­
gins to slightly thick whip until light 
and thick. Turn into small glasses and 
set away. Just before serving, beat the 
whites of six eggs to a stiff meringe with 
six tablespoons of powdered sugar, adding 
gradually one-hal? of a tumbler of currant 
jelly. Drop a large spoonful of this on the 
top of each glass of cream, heaping it up 
like a pyramid.— Portland Express.
B A K E D  CAN CO R N .
Take one can of corn and pour in a shal­
low dish; then stir in a tablespoon of flour, 
and one egg beaten well to a pint of milk; 
salt and pepper to taste; then put a piece 
of butter the size of an egg in the center, 
and bake 30 minutes.—Boston Globe.
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We have received fromD. Hiscox of New 
York city, a copy of the Brooklyn Daily 
Eagle of Nov. 10, containing an account 
of the accidental shooting of Herman 
Hoops, of New York city, in the Dead 
River region, where he, with others had 
been hunting. The victim was riding in a 
buckboard, which lurched, the hammer of 
his gun stricking the side of the cart and 
the charge shattering his right arm near 
the shoulder. He was conveyed to the 
Ledge house, and Dr. Wing of North 
Anson, summoned who amputated the 
arm. The patient seemed to be doing 
well for two hours but a change occurred 
and he died from the shock, and loss of 
blood. The account is very obscure as to 
the place the accident occurred.
The Bangor Commercial devotes quite 
an amount of space to the interests of fish 
and game. It  makes an interesting col­
umn, as quite a goodly percentage is taken 
from Rangeley Lakes, which shows the 
good judgment of the editors, and as the 
credit is liberal we feel both pleased and 
honored. Either as a result of the recent 
election, or from some unknown reason, 
several very wild errors were made, in 
last week’s issue, such as these, 
“The Rangeley Lakes Guide’s Association 
organized at Phillips,” and another 
paragraph says “ If you want to see some 
big fish says Rangetey Lakes of Phil­
lips,” and still one more “ The Guide’s As­
sociation is at the Rangeleys to make an 
effort to raise money to run the hatchery 
at Phillips.” They are all right 4f you 
substitute Rangeley for Phillips in every 
case.
In Rangeley Reminiscences on the first 
page “Old Laker” predicts that a hotel on 
top of Bald Head would be the winning 
card every time. R angeley Lakes has 
frequently mentioned that locality as one 
of the most attractive in the whole region, 
so far as natural scenery is concerned, 
though it would be a mighty poor chance 
for fishing. But for a mountain hotel there 
i3  no.place to equal it in America, and 
what cannot be found ln America does not 
exist elsewhere.
Old Laker’s scheme for a railroad, from 
lake to lake over the mountain, is an ex­
cellent one, entirely feasible, power could 
be obtained at the Upper Dam from the 
water that now runs to waste. This over- 
the-mountain road oould be made an an­
nex to the round-the-lake electric line, 
which is as sure to be constructed within 
a few years as the lakes are to remain fil­
led with water. A  $30,000. hotel on the 
summit o! Bald head, lighted throughout 
with electricity, would be one of the grand­
est sights in the world.
A  cycloramma of the scenes from this 
spot, sent out for exhibition in the cities, 
would pay better than the many battle 
scenes and if ready for Paris in 1900 would
start the travel from the Old World 
Rangeley ward and thus make some offset 
to the United States’ exodus across the 
water each season.
Let captalists look at the scheme and 
their money will be forthcoming.
Sawdust City, (Redington).
Business in the lumber line is on the 
move. For the week ending Nov 14 there 
has been shipped from the mill and yard 
57 cars of long and short lumber represent­
ing about 370 thousand feet. Who says 
times are not reviving. McKinley did it.
Winter has arrived in all its glory, snow­
ing, blowing and freezing all at once.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hough have com­
menced housekeeping in their rent. Mr. 
Hough has entirely renovated the house 
inside by painting and kalsomining.
Mrs. M. B. Drisko has been quite sick 
for a few days but has been gaining of 
late.
Mrs. Abbie Morrison went to Rangeley 
recently.
Mrs. W. H. Drisko our popular and 
obliging station agent who has been con­
fined to the house on account of sickness is 
reported gaining.
The Blood on the Moon excursion to 
Phillips took out a large party from here; 
about 40 went, getting back at one 
o’clock. All reported a good time.
Every body is hustling in their wood 
and getting their houses banked, for it 
takes lots of wood and a good stove to 
drive out the wild winter’s cold in this 
country.
Mr. Edward Garbett who went to Phil­
lips Saturday night stayed out until Mon­
day.
Mr. L. J. Emerson spent Sunday at 
Phillips.
The mill has been running three-fourths 
time on account of no carbons for electric 
lights. Star.
Leads A ll New England.
648,152 copies of The Boston Herald were 
circulated Nov. 4, 1896.
This is the new high water mark, and 
the .greatest ever attained by any news­
paper in New England. The Herald not 
only gives its advertisers the largest bona- 
fide circulation in New England, but a 
known quantity of character and influence, 
and a purchasing power greater than that 
of any other Boston paper.
The time for business was never more 
propitious than at present; public confi­
dence in the American system of govern­
ment has been restored, the idle mills are 
starting up, others are running full time, 
and there is a healthy condition of affairs 
in every direction.
Rangeley Plantation.
Another hold up in the location of the 
proposed road. Some of the non-resident 
owners of land cannot be found to serve 
notice on. This will put it over till an­
other meeting of the commissioners and 
may delay until spring.
Traps have been set for the bears that 
have been destroying sheep, but none have 
been caught as yet.
Harry Bemis will remain on the Joseph 
Nile farm through the winter.
Road Around the Lake.
Mr. Samuel Hano has again mentioned 
the subject of a road around the lake, fol­
lowing the shore. R angeley L akes has 
frequently stated that such a road would 
he built sometime, and the proposed road 
at the head of the lake was the initial 
movement. If Messrs. Dickson, Maule, 
Bangs, Harrison, Bonney and Hano will 
unite and ask the Commissioners to locate 
it, the road would be built. Will not Mr. 
Dickson and Mr. Maule give their ideas 
to the readers of Rangeley Lakes?
A  very fitful occasion for celebrating in 
Rangeley would be when the trains run to
accommodate her citizens.
A TRAPPER S STORY.
His Experience with a Bear Whicli was
One of the Largest he Ever Captured.
“Did ye ever trap and hunt in the 
Maine woods, me b’y?” asked an old 
trapper and hunter of me one day last 
summer, and having lived most of my 
time in the city, I  had to answer him in 
the negative.
“ Well, if ye haint, ye haven’t lived a 
life that was worth living, shut in by 
those great walls of brick and ston’, and 
whil’ ye may hav’ a better egerkation 
than me, what I hev got was gained from 
the great big school of the woods with 
Dame Nature the teacher. A  part of the 
time the only playmates I  had, were ther 
wil’ beasts, and I used to listen to the 
whispering pines, just as if they were try­
ing to keep up my courage an’ drive ’way 
ther monotony.”
I  saw he was talkative and I asked him 
to tell me a little of his experience in the 
wilderness.
“ Well,” he started in and stopped to 
light his pipe, and after a cloud of smoke 
had vanished, he proceeded:
“Ye see it was this way. I was born, 
as ye might say, right in the wilderness, 
for my folks were pioneers in ther section 
of the State where I lived, and as my 
father followed trapping for a livin 
kinder inherited the disease and have beenl 
at it ever since I  was big ’nuff to set a 
trap, and that’s a good many years. I  
'member of a little experience in ’ticular. 
’Twas about the closes’ call I ever had'. 
Everything was ag’in me, too. The place 
where I was located was near the Canada 
line and my pard had gone to the nearest 
settlement for provisions. The fastest 
time that he could make would take him 
a week or ten days to go and come. He 
had to foot it all the way. Snow was 
deep in the woods and I knew it would be 
two weeks ’fore he’d be back.
“On this ’ticular time, I  ’member it jesV 
as plain’s if ’twas yesterday. We had a 
number of traps set and I was goin’ do 
double duty.
“ Arter my pard had been gone about 
two days, I started to make the rounds 
of our traps, which covered over a terri­
tory of ’bout five miles. The winter had 
not been hard so far, but I saw signs all 
the time that made me think we would 
get it soon. Well, I started out, took 
enough provisions to last me as long as I 
should be gone, which was about two 
sundowns.
“ Heavy clouds were rising in the dis­
tance and I sorter felt in my bones that 
we were goin’ to have a heavy snow 
storm. I looked through the trees and 
could see a flake now and then, and when 
I  had gone ’bout three miles it was snow­
ing in good earnest and blowing a gale.
“1 had been ’round to about hall our 
traps and had ’bout a 30 pound pack on 
my back. All at once I  heard a growl. 
The snow was coming thick and fast and 
although I could see but a little ’head of 
me, I knew that something was in one of 
the traps bigger than the game we were 
a’ter.
“ I had my rifle on my back, and, taking 
it down looked to see if it was all right. 
I moved on and as I  came nearer to the 
place where the trap was set, I could tell 
that a little disturbance was underway. 
When about four rods from the trap I 
saw the biggest and ugliest female bear 
that I  ever saw in my life, and in the trap 
was a cub. She was rarin’ and tearin’ 
and I proceeded cautiously. I knew that 
she smelt me and unless I worked quick 
she might make it hot for a little while. 
I drew bead on her and fired. I guess I 
must of missed, for she rared and came at 
me like a thousand o’ brick.
“ I was a little excited probably, and as 
quick as I could, cleared myself of my 
pack, reloaded my rifle and let “his nibs” 
have it agin. I aimed for the beast, and I 
knew it hit her somewhere, for she gave a 
howl that sent the cold shivers runnin’ up 
and down my spinal column. I see that
she was goin’ ter die game, and I made up 
my mind that I would, too, if it was 
cornin’ ter that. She kept right on for a 
short distance and then dropped to the 
ground. The battle was over, for the 
instant she struck the ground I  let her 
have another bullet, and when I got to 
her she was dead.
She was a big ’un I tell ye. I then went 
to the trap, shot the cub. It was getting 
dark and the storm had increased to an 
alarming degree. I couldn’t get back to 
camp that night anyway, so I made a 
lean-to, built a fire, and went to work 
skining the two bears. At a late hour I 
turned in. When I woke the next morn­
ing it was still snowing. I made up my 
mind I had got to stay, I  didn’t know how 
long. Two, threo, four and five days past, 
I  had been saving of my provisions, and I 
knew that I shouldn’t starve with all that 
bear meat. The sixth day it cleared and 
the snow was terrible deep. I  took the 
two skins and started for our camp. I 
was three days getting there and on my 
arrival I found my 'pardner preparing to 
start out in search of me. He came the 
night before. The next time we went to 
our traps we brought back the bear meat. 
We had a good winter’s haul, but I came 
out the next spring with the feeling that 
it was one of the narrowest escapes with 
a bear that lever had in the Maine woods.
Boston, Nov. 14, ’96. T. H orne .
Phillips Locals.
Mrs. Helen Smith will leave town the 
last of the week.
The water was turned on and tried Fri­
day afternoon. A  stream was thrown 20 
feet above the vane on the Union Church.
The waterworks crew took advantage 
of the good weather of Sunday. They did 
much blasting.
Blasting by electricity has never been 
used in Phillips before. When Mr. Moore, 
thecontractor. has a boulder, or ledge, 
drilled full of holes and wires connected 
with each dynamite cartridge and a dozen 
or more of them exploded at the same time, 
it is rare that a second blast has to be 
made in the same rock.
Quite a snow squall Monday morning.
The first house to have water turned on 
was that of W. A. D. Cragin.
Ben Whittimore had charge of the re- 
freshmonts at Lambert Hall Saturday 
night. He prepared lunch for about 450 
and over 500 got a taste. He borrowed 
dishes from the Odd Fellows, Masons, 
Grand Army, Wilbur & Co., and S. G. 
Haley. Monday morning he returned 
every dish without a break.
Hinkley, Cragin & Field are putting in 
a furnace to heat their store.
The Phillips & Rangeley car shop is 
shingled and nearly ready to run the cars 
in.
Pipe for the waterworks has been put 
down on the east side of the river.
Mr. Will Dutton, formerly of Phillips j  
who now resides at Jay, was In town over 
Sunday. Mr. Dutton reports business as 
booming at Jay.
A  woman who claims to be an Arabian, 
and peddling Yankee notions from two 
large baskets, is one of the latest attrac­
tions on the street.
Several lambs belonging to S. G. Haley 
were badly torn by dogs on Bangs’ island 
Sunday night.
Mr. Charles Ross, whom we reported as 
ill from typhoidj fever last week, is still 
dangerously sick. Mr. Ross had the 
hiccoughs continually for a week and is 
still in a critical condition.
About 20 salmon were taken Wednesday 
morning, about a third of them females.
C. W. Barrett and James Mathieson were 
handling them the former stripping, 
Some of the salmon that they had taken 
would run up as large as ten pounds. It 
was interesting to witness the operation 
and see the change in color that the eggs 
wcr.t th'v.uch.
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finely mounted Deer, Moose and Caribou heads, Loons, Owls, Game and Trout panels 
for dining-room decorations Be sure to leave your big trout and salmon with us; 
we can mount them as natural as life. Sole agents for K  A. Buck’s celebrated 
sportsmen’s shoes, the best made.
E. B. HERRICK, Collector.
D IRECTORS:
Elmer Snowman, Frank Nile, Alva Sprague, Charles Haley,
Aaron Soule, Melvin D. Tibbetts, John J. Wilbur.
E X E C U T IV E  COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Elmer Snowman A aron  Soule, F r a n k  Nil e .
“ The object of th is  A ssociation  sh a ll be to protect and aid in  the propaga­
tion  of fish and gam e; to secure w ise  and practical leg is la tio n  on a ll m atters per­
ta in in g  to  the in terests  of the fish and gam e in  the w aters and forests know n as 
t h e ‘R a n g e ley  Lakes region;’ to  secure good reliable gu ides for sportsm en and 
to u r ists , to  regulate a uniform  rate of w a g es for gu ides belonging to th is  asso­
ciation .
“ Rangeley Lakes”  the Official Organ.
S. L. CROSBY & Co., A rtis tic  T a x id erm ists ,







BIR D  
SHOOTING.
FOREST CAMPS, LOON L A K E
R AN G ELEY , M AINE.
j^OON L A K E , situated five miles from Range- 
ley, on the Kennebago road, is one of the 
best sporting resorts in Maine, and at the same 
time the surroundings and provisions for the 
comfort of guests make it exceptionally popu­
lar with parties who wish to take their fami­
lies from the city during the hot weather. Mail 
is received at Forest Camps, daily. Our guests 
have the advantage of a good carriage road 
for three miles of the distance from Rangeley 
Village to our camps. Those who would enjoy 
the walk for a part of the distance over the 
road through the woods can take a carriage at 
Rangeley for the first three miles and enjoy 
that recreation for the last two. Boats and 
Guides furnished Open from May 1st to Jan.
1st. For terms address, R. S . Y o r k , Rangeley,
THE
v





R. S. YORK, P rop rie tor .
The Special Guides’ Meeting*
A  special meeting of the Rangeley Lakes 
Guides’ Association was held last Thurs­
day evening. President Mathieson occu­
pied the chair. The meeting was called 
for the purpose of making any amendments 
to the constitution and by-laws that was 
deemed necessary for the further advance­
ment of the association.
Several guides added their names to the 
membership roll, and others will follow 
suit.
The work of placing the hatchery in con­
dition to receive spawn was commenoed 
Friday morning.
Preparations were all made and Satur­
day several fish were taken to see in re­
gard to the ripeness of the spawn and 
whether they were ready to take.
The association has laid out a large 
amount of work, which is necessary for 
the further advancement of Rangeley and 
her fishing interests.
Freeman Tibbetts started Monday morn­
ing for Billy Soule’s where he, with Aaron 
Soule, met a party of four sportsmen from 
Watertown, N. Y . They will be gone 
about two weeks, and will stop at one of 
Billy’s camps on the Cupsuptic.
James Mathieson came out from Kenne­
bago Thursday night for the solo purpose 
of attending the guides’ meeting. He re­
turned Friday morning.
Mayor Frank L, Noble, of Lewiston, and 
his law partner, Mr. Crockett, passed 
through Phillips Friday, on their way 
home. They had four deer, captured at 
Long Pond. Frank Chick was guide.
Frank Sampson, George Haley, Frank 
Harnden and another gentleman got a 
deer apiece in Phillips, Friday.
Joe and Mial Lamb drove through the 
village with a deer, Friday.
Warden Huntoon has the authority 
from the commissioners, to handle the 
trout or salmon in this section as he 
thinks best. As Mr. Stanley gave per­
mission on his last visit, for fish to betak­
en and kept for transportation to the New 
York show, it would perhaps be a good 
move to secure some of the large salmon 
from the stream and keep them in the 
batchery pond till wanted.
Mr. Huntoon thinks a tank could be con­
structed in which they could be transport- 
ed without any danger of injury. We want 
some genuine Rangeley Lake trout to go 
along with us.
Under the supervision of Game Warden 
Huntoon, about 2000 salmon spawn were 
taken Saturday afternoon and carried to 
foe hatchery.
Two salmon were captured in the trap,
one weighed 10X  fts. and the other— well, 
some said it weighed 10,’12, and'one said 
it would go 15 fts. '. It was a big one, the 
writer thought it would hover round the 
15 ft. notch. It  was a beauty, and would 
excite most any sportsman to get It on 
his hook. It has been remarked that there 
is no place in the county where salmon 
come right into the heart of a village to 
spawn as they do in Rangeley. It has 
been demonstrated that there are big fish 
in Rangeley waters.
A  prominent guide was brought to a 
sportsman last summer for the purpose of 
engaging with him. The sportsman look" 
ed upon his benign countenance for a mo» 
ment and then spoke: “ You are not old 
enough, you haint color enough in your 
face.” Someone standing near had the 
audacity to suggest that Ed Grant ba sent 
for without any further waste of time.
!
John J. Wilbur is just back from a hunt­
ing trip.
Lode Haley and Arthur Oakes are work­
ing on the Rangeley Lake House addition.
There are slight changes to be made in 
the constitution of the Guide’s Associa­
tion and it was thought best not to pub­
lish It under this department till they are 
about as they will remain.
Marsh Carlton announced that he was 
going into Den Soule’s old business when 
he went past with what looked like a calf 
rack, but which was for keeping the sal­
mon in while waiting for the strippers. He 
was warned to keep an eye on It or it 
might g o  aloft.
It is said to be a fact that a certain 
man, who resides in No. 6, recently fired 
at a deer fourteen times in succession 
without effeot. When the. cartridges In 
the magazine were all exhausted, and the 
cannonading ceased, tho deer, which had 
calmly stood fire up to that time, turned 
around and casting a mournful look at 
the hunter, slowly vanished into tbe 
woods, to stiff to hurry from standing so 
long in one position.
The shooting match occurred at Phillips 
last Saturday between Chas. L. Harnden 
and Mr. John Shepard, both of Phillips, 
for the Phonograph championship badge, 
was won by Mr. Harnden with a score of 
151 against 135 made by Mr. Shepard. 
Thexcontestants each fired a string of 25 
shots at a standard target at 100 yardB off 
hand. Immediately after the badge was 
won by Mr. Harnden it was contested for 
by Mr. Wm. Goodwin and son, of Car­
thage, also by Walter Davenport and H. 
W. True, of Phillips, none of whom how­
ever reached Hamden’s score. Mr. Good­
win’s soil, aged 16 years, did some good 
shooting, being second to Harnden with a 
score of 150 points .while True made 144. 
Much better shooting could have been done 
by all if the weather had been favorable. 
But considering everybody being cold and 
a strong northwest wind blowing at the 
time, they all did very well.
The extradition papers for bringing 
Marquand from Boston to Maine for trial 
for violation of game laws in shooting a 
moose in close time, have been hung up for 
a while. Marquand is indignant and the 
commissioners are determined.
Very few salmon were found at the foot 
of the lake by Warden Huntoon and James 
Mathieson, who went down Tuesday to 
see about stripping some of them.
That Enchanted Deer*
Last year R a n g e l e y  L a k e s  had a story 
about an enchanted doe that had been 
seen and shot at by half a dozen Madrid 
sportsmen and also by Mayor Noble, of 
Lewiston. This latter gentleman had an 
excellent opportunity to shoot, but failed 
to bring down the game. Others told of 
their own bad luck and it became common 
talk, In that vicinity that the doe bore 
charmed life.
Probably but few really thought it true, 
but this year there are no doubting 
Thomases, every one of them believe that 
deer to be enchanted as much as they 
believe in their own existance. It comes 
this way.
John Shepard, of Phillips, a crack shot 
and one who now holds a championship 
badge, for marksmanship, has had what 
he considers an uncanny experience with 
this same doe, judging from the description 
of former shooters.
Mr. Shepard lives in the northeast part 
of Phillips and adjacent to the forest that 
extends to the haunts of the doe last sea­
son. A  short time ago he went to his 
orchard to watch for a deer that had made 
frequent visits to that locality. He select­
ed his position between a couple of bould­
ers and quietly awaited the coming of the 
intruder. He had not long to wait before 
he heard the crackling of the bushes and a 
moment later the deer bounded into the 
orchard and came toward Mr. Shepard. 
Hia rifle was ready and when she had 
reached the very spot he would have select­
ed he took a deliberate aim and fired. The 
deer bounded away. He was positive his 
bullet had pased through her and that she 
would fall dead in a few seconds so he
slowly followed the course she took. Im­
agine his surprise when he reached an 
open spot to see her standing on a little 
knoll looking at him. Here was a chance 
for a second easy shot and he quickly made 
it. He could scarcely credit his eyes when 
he saw her turn and run for the woods 
not far distant, but feeling that he had 
twice hit her he followed to find where she 
had dropped dead.
When he came in sight of the woods 
there stood his doe, as she had stood when 
he made his second shot. It was not a 
long distance now, but he determined to 
take time and make sure. His third shot 
was fired. The deer turned as formerly 
and disappeared in the woods.
He was dumbfounded, but he followed 
to the spot where she had stood but not a 
sign or trace of her could be found beyond 
that spot. The woods were thoroughly 
searched ln all directions, but was un­
availing and he returned to his home.
He tried to make himself think it had 
been the fault of the gun, and to become 
assured that such was a faot he paced a 
distance twice that of his last shot and 
set up a board for a target.
In 20 consecutive shots he hit the board 
every time, 16 of them being within four 
Inches of the center. It was not the fault 
of either he or the rifle and he cannot ac­
count for it on any other grounds than 
that the deer bears a charmed life. He Is 
not a believer in signs or superstitions, 
had as soon tip over the salt cellar, break 
ft looking glass or walk past a graveyard 
in the night without whistling as to do 
any other act not regarded with awe by 
many people.
This Is no New York Sun story, it is an 
aotual occurrence, and by addressing Mr. ** 
Shepard you can learn the story as we 
have told it.
Frank Harnden has made eight shot 
with his rifle at large game, and has se­
cured six deer and two caribou. This co­
vers a period of three years however. It 
Is a Winchester, 38-55.
Lewis Rowe, of Madrid, says the best 
shooters will sometimes miss their game, 
or at least if hit will not fall dead when 
shot. He considers himself a good shot 
but he fired at a deer not over six rods 
away and the deer ran off. He says 100 
deer are wounded to every five that are 
secured.
A  fish weir was placed in the stream 
Monday for the purpose of keeping the fish 




NEW C A B IN E T  O F F IC E R S .
Much Talk About Them, Especially the 
Secretary of State Portefolio.
[Special Correspondence of Rangeley Lakes]
W ashington , D. C., Nov. 18.— The 
struggle for Cabinet positions in a new 
administration has been, not inaptly, cal­
led “ Society politics,” and it would sur­
prise those who do not know or correctly 
value the power of society in such matters 
to know how many men have owed their 
positions in the Cabinet to shrewd wire 
pulling on the part otsome social leader. 
Names might be given were the writer 
disposed to discuss past rather than cur­
rent events. The feeble health of Mrs. 
McKinley adds interest, from the Wash­
ington society view, to the selection of 
President McKinley’s Secretary of State, 
because bis wife would take tbe lead in 
all official functions not attended by Mrs. 
McKinley. Society would rather not 
have ex-President Harrison in that posi­
tion, because of the knowledge that Lis 
young wife would be in a position to pay 
back some of the slights put upon her as 
Mrs. Dimmick, who was merely the Presi­
dent’s wife’s niece without any defined 
social position during her participation in 
social entertainments under tbe Harrison 
regime; it doesn’t want Chauncey Depew, 
unless he will promise to get married be­
fore entering office, but it would be per­
fectly willing to see ’that portfolio given 
to Senator Sherman, because his wife is 
one of the best liked women in Washing­
ton, but it has doubts about whether the 
Senator would be willing to exchange his 
present easy position for the care and 
worry which so lately proved fatal to 
Hon. Walter Q. Gresham. An outside 
man is preferable, because the Shermans 
and their hospitable house are already 
fixtures in Washington. It is just as well 
to remember when figuring on the possi­
bility or probability of this or that man 
going into the Cabinet, that with the ex­
ception of men of acknowledged National 
eminence the social status of a man’s wife 
at home plays quite as important a part 
as the man’s political status in his state 
does. Apply this rule and a number of 
those who are being “mentioned” will be 
at once eliminated.
President and Mrs. Cleveland will break 
their record in the matter of attending 
the theatre if they continue to go as often 
as they have since their return to Wash­
ington. I don’t think they have missed 
a single week, and in some of them they 
have gone several times.
By the way, speaking of theatres, 
Washington’s seventh— The Columbia—  
threw open its doors this week. Of 
course the theatrical managers know 
their business best, but to other people 
who know that for several seasons past 
no money has been made by any of the 
managers and that some of them have 
lost heavily it looks like an exhibition of 
nerve to open more theatres. However, 
as the greatest of all dramatists says, 
“There is a tide” — etc. May they, and all 
the rest of U3, catch that tide.
A  gentleman who has filled more 
than his share of newspaper space and 
who has reoeived more than his share of 
abuse as well as of praise, although he 
got almighty little of the last except from 
his personal friends for a long time, quiet­
ly dropped into Washington several days 
ago to attend to some business before the 
Supreme Court— he was nominated to be 
Chief Justice of that Court near the close 
of Grant’s administration, but the 
nomination was not acted upon by the 
Senate, and when Hayes came ln he nomi­
nated his friend, Judge Waite, who was 
confirmed and who died holding the posi­
tion. He is Hon. George H. Williams, 
now a prominent lawyer in Portland, 
Oregon, and was Attorney General in 
Grant’s second Cabinet. Mr. Williams is 
getting along in years, but he is well- 
preserved and talks with all the vivacity 
which made him such a companionable 
man twenty-odd years ago.
While the coming social season will not 
be a long one, owing to the change of 
administration on the 4th of March, it 
promises to be notable for several things, 
j not the least interesting of which will be 
I the large number of “ buds-’ introduced. 
Among the “coming out” parties already 
announced is that in honor of Miss 
Vivian Sartoris, daughter of Mrs. Nelli© 
Grant Sartoris and granddaughter of 
Mrs. U. S. Grant. So many “ buds” are 
to be introduced that it has been sug­
gested that instead of introducing each at 
a special party a large entertainment be 
given at which all of them, or at least a 
large number of them, shall be launched 
at once. The idea is as yet only being 
discussed, but it may be in a measure 
adopted. The men are unanimously in 
favor of a big entertainment, at which 
they can make the acquaintance of all the 
“ buds” at one time, but, of course, lt is 
what the women want that will be done.
It is believed that one of the strongest 
exhibitions of nerve ever given by a desert­
ed wife took place in a Washington railway 
station the week. A  short time ago J. G. 
Fullerton, a wealthy citizen of Sioux 
City, deserted his wife and eloped with an­
other woman. Mrs. Fullerton hired a 
detective and started on the track of the 
elopers. Yesterday she came face to face 
with her husband as he was assisting the 
other woman to alight from an incoming 
train at the B. & O. station. There was 
no fainting, no shrieking, or other signs of 
hysteria. She merely looked at him and 
exclaimined in a low tone “Oh husband!” 
He seemed struck with an electric shock, 
but quickly recovering himself walked 
over to his wife and offered her his arm. 
She quietly took it and walked off with 
him leaving the other woman without a 
word. How’s that for the groundwork of 
a novel.
A MOUNTAIN DEVIL.
It Tackles an Old Adirondack Guide, 
Nearly Snccumbs In the Fight.
Wildcats have been comparatively scarce 
in the Adirondacks so far this year, but 
those that have been seen were of an un­
usually large and ferocious kind. Every­
body knows that a wildcat can fight. Ac­
cording t<5 Abe Daniels, a wildcat can 
fight harder and do more damage in ten 
minutes than all the lions, tigers and pan­
thers that a circus menagerie can produce. 
And Abe knows whereof he speaks, for the 
very palpable reason that he had a very 
hot and thrilling fight with a big cat the 
other day.
Abe has been around the mountains for 
a good many years, but not long enough 
to familiarize himself with the cunning 
stratagems of an Adirondack Mountain 
wildcat.
When Abe came into town one day last 
week he was a sight to behold. His clothes 
were in shreds, his face badly scratched 
and his gait as unsteady as that of a 
drunken man. He l^d  met a wildcat, and 
though Abe was the victor the fight was 
probably the most savage that ever took 
place between man and animal on the 
mountains in this region.
“I  started out at about 3 o’clock in the 
afternoon,” he said when relating his 
story to The Times correspondent the next 
day, “ and I had no idea that I was goin’ 
to run up against the stiffest fight a man 
ever put up in this part o’ the mountains. 
I took my gun and dog, as I always do. 
I wasn’t out fer anything pertlcklar, but 
jes’ to shoot anything in the way o’ 
good seasonable game. And now I  wisht 
1 had left my dog to home. Pete was the 
best dog I  ever had. The poor fellow’s 
gone. He’s been made mincemeat of. I 
guess it must have been near 5 o’clock 
when I calculated I ’d turn back t’ town, 
I  had been trampin’ fer two hours an’ 
didn’t see hide nor hair of anything wuth 
shootin’ at.
“ I was kind o’ tired, and so I took a 
short cut down the mountain side. And 
that’s jes’ where your Uucle Abe got into
trouble. If I had kep’ to the old trail I I 
wouldn’t have had to fight like a demon j 
to save myself from bein’ clawed all to j 
pieces. I hadn’t been pushin’ my way j 
through the woods more’n five minutes 
when I happent to look up. There in a 
tree on a low limb sat one o’ the bigges’ 
wildcats I ever see. Before I could raise 
my gun to fire that cat dropped from the 
limb and lit on my shoulders. I screamed 
and threw myself to the ground.
“ Quicker than a wink the dog was at 
the cat. He went at the cat from behind, 
aud, finding itself attacked from the rear, 
the cat let go its hold on me and made fer 
th’ dog. I jumped to my feet, clubbed my 
gun and made a smash at the cat. I 
missed it by a hair, i was afraid to shoot, 
fer I didn’t want to take any chances on 
hittin’ the dog.
“I  swung the gun again, and this time 
caught the cat on the rump and knocked 
it clean out of the dog’s clutches and into 
the undergrowth. It was an ugly blow, 
but the cat was so furious and worked up 
and excited that it came at me like some­
thing infernal. Scream! I never heered 
such screamin’ in all my life. Its eyes 
blazed like fire, its mouth was wide open, 
and when it wasn’t screamin’ it hissed 
like a dozen snakes. It was enough to 
make any man tremble in his boots. But 
I was too busy trying to save my life to 
do much tremblin’ then. Afore I knowed 
it the cat bounced through the air and 
landed plum on my breast. The shock 
was so great that I went down. Fortu- 
nitly fer me the cat didn’t tear my eyes 
out. It scratched and tore at my clothes 
fer a minnit. Only twice did it scratch 
my face. Pete was there in a minnit, and 
that was all that saved my life.
“With a scream that I ’ll never fergit th’ 
cat went at poor Pete. It was a game 
fight, and a fight to the death. Pete was 
in many a fight, but he never tackled a 
wildcat before. He could bite and gouge, 
but he couldn’t scratch and tear. Over 
and over the dog and cat rolled, fighting 
all the time like sin. I couldn’t shoot; the 
two was mixed up too much. So I club­
bed my gun and sailed in. I  was deter­
mined I ’d kill that cat or die in the at- 
temp’. I  caught the animal a whack on 
the shoulder that made it screech with 
pain and let go it’s hold on Pete. It was 
not until the cat sprang to one side that I 
saw how badly Pete was hurt. His skin 
and flesh had been torn into ribbons by 
that mountain devil, and he was smeared 
with blood from head to foot. I wheeled 
aroun* an’ made fer the cat. But the 
brute was quick’n I was. It was at me in 
a second. Pete was no longer any use 
now; he lay dying a few feet away. I think 
— and you may laugh at it— that the 
knowledge of his condition saved my life, 
fer it made me fight all the harder. I had 
had Pete fer years; he went everywheres 
with me. Whenever you saw Pete you 
were sure to find Abe Daniels, an’ jes’ the 
other way about. I clinched with thacat; 
It was the only thing I could do. It 
couldn’t fight as hard as before, itwastco 
winded. I jes’ hugged it tight. It tore 
my clothes and scratched my legs in an 
awful way, but it didn’t last long, fer I  
out with my knife and jes’ disemboweled 
that cat.
“The blood gushed out, aud even then 
the cat made a fearful effort to bite me in 
the face. I  threw my head as far back as 
I  could and ripped and slashed with all my 
might. Then I felt the cat’s struggles get- 
tin’ weaker and weaker. It gave a few 
convulsive kicks, and died hanging to me. 
I  had to tear it loose from me. After­
ward I  measured the cat. It was four and 
a half feet long from tip to tip. It was my 
first fight with a wildcat. I  hope that I ’ll 
not have another. To  tell you the truth,” 
said Abe, pathetically, “Now that Pete’s 
dead, I  really don’t care to go huntin’ any 
more. I  loved Pete.”
And as he spoke tho words tears made 
misty the eyes of the rugged, tender-heart, 
ed guide.— Exchange.
Ripans Tabules: pleasant laxative.
Office of Rangeley Lakes,
Rangeley, Me.,
May 16, 1896.
To the Guides :—
The idea of a guides’ premium inaugurated 
by Rangeley Lakes last year having proved 
so successful, we have decided to oontinue 
the plan and make it even more interesting 
this season.
As a starter we offer a
$36 Fancy Sporting
RIFLE
Made by the Winchester Repeating Anna Get 
This will go to the Guide who brings ua la %b* 
largest number of new subscribers to  Rasnmf 
l e y  Lakes before January 1st, 1897.
But if you 'don’t get subscribers enough to 
capture the rifle, we offer one of E. T_ H eart  
best $12
Hand-M ade Fishing Rods
as a
S e o o n c t  F ’ r o m i t i i r t '
As a
THIRD PREMIUM ___
W e offer a handsome collection o f Mrs. H. H. 
Dill’s
Hand-M ade Rangeley FHes.
AND STILL ANOTHER ——
To the one bringing ln the fourth largest fist 
we will give a
Handsome Fly Book.
To the guide not securing any of tho above 
premiums, but [bringing in over 10 new sute 
soribers, we will give a year’s subscription to 
Rangeley Lakes
Trusting that the above will be of interest to 
every guide, we remain. ■
Yours for booming the Ranging.
The Publishers of Rangeley  Laker .
P. S.' Subscription blanks furnished on ap­
plication.
Opp. Patent Office, Washington. D. c,
_____________ M
Caveats, and Trade-Maria obtained and all Pia -i  
Jent business conducted for Moderate Fcza. (S 
?Ouh Office ia Opposite U. S. PatTint ©Frier i >and we can secure patent m leas time thaa tW«> 
Gemote from Washington. %
l  Send model, drawing or photo., witk twocripO 
{tion. We advise, if patentable or not, free 
[charge. Our fee not due till patent ia secured. n 
i A  PAMPHLET, ** How to Obtain P a ten t* ,”  witlaF 
[cost of same in the U. S. and foreign soantriw? 
|sent Iroe. Address, J
i O . A . S N O W & e © j
CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT? For aprompt answer and an nonest opinion, write to fllUNN & CO., who have hod nearly Arty year*’ experience In the patent business. Communtoa- nons strietly confidential. A Handbook of In­
formation concerning Patent* and how to ob­tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechaa* loal and scientific books sent free.Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive special notice in the Scientific American, and thus are brought widely before the public with* oat cost to the inventor. This splendid paper, issued weekly, elegantly Illustrated, has by nur th# largest circulation of any scientific work ln the world. S3 a year. Sample copies sent free.Building Kdltlommonthly, *2.80 a year. Single Copies, 2 5  cents. Every number contains beau­tiful plates, in colors, and photographs of new houses, with plana, enabling builders to show tho latest designs sad secure contracts. Address 
MUSS 2 CO- K zw  You*. 3 8 1  BboauwjlT.
Ripana Tabules cure dizziness. 
Ripans Tabules cure headache. 
Ripans Tabules euro liver troubles. 




MANY TIMES HAS T H E  DATE FOR T H E  
W ORLD’S END BEEN SET.
Some of tbe Most Important Reviewed, 
Beginning W ith the First Centnry of 
the Christian Era—How These Predic­
tions Took In tlie Millennium.
f
An expectation of the speedy end of the 
World has followed man ever since the del­
uge, but it assumed an especially active 
condition after the coming of Christ. Cer­
tain of Christ’s own words, which evident­
ly bore a spiritual significance, were inter­
preted literally by the apostles as predict­
ing the world’s end. St. Paul, and the au­
thor of the Apocalypse, evidently expected 
its immediate occurrence. A ll the foretold 
symptoms seemed to be daily manifested, 
much more strikingly, perhaps, than at 
any subsequent time. Tremendous earth­
quakes and plagues desolated the Roman 
empire— the terrible siege of Jerusalem 
was in itself a literal judgment day for 
tho Jews. Vesuvius flowed over on the 
doomed cities at its base, scattering its 
ashes afar over Europe and Asia. Every­
thing seemed to confirm the Christian be­
lief that this world’s existence was fated 
to terminate with tho first century, but tho 
year 101 dawned on a still active universe. 
With tho easy adaptability which is ever 
such a feature of doomsday prophets, tho 
date was moved to 133— a century after 
Christ’s ascension. Wo cannot question 
the sincerity of these expectations. To tho 
harassed Christians they were a comfort 
and stimulus. When Hadrian built a tem­
ple to Jupiter on the site of the tcmplo 
they thought that here indeed was the 
“ abomination of desolation” standing in 
the holy place. Outraged Jews rose in 
thousands against the sacrilege and de­
stroyed the heathen altars, but at the cost 
of nearly 1,000,000 lives. Yet the end did 
hot come.
It was necessary for the Baxters of that 
age once more to revise their calculations, 
and this time they granted the world a 
little breathing space. They started the 
'‘ thousand years’ ’ theory. The millennium 
Was to commence with the year 1000. So 
strongly did this belief take hold of tho 
popular mind that it may bo said to have 
assumed the confidence of a certainty.
Tho dark ages, therefore, were not per­
plexed by this daily anticipation of doom 
— an anticipation which can never be said 
to have dono much in reforming men’s 
hiorals. If anything is needed to jmove tho 
small power of fear as an improving 
agency, it is this fact But even 1,000 
years pass by at last, and in the tenth cen- 
tury people began once more to study tho 
signs of tho times. The ignorant million, 
With very vague notions of millennial hap­
piness, confused its advent with that of 
doomsday, and great was their terror un­
der the thunders of the pulpit. The state 
°f the world, indeed, tallied very well with 
foo expected symptoms. Fraud, violence, 
cruelty, oppression, theft were everywhere 
rampant. It was the reign of brute forco 
Jn all its glory. Might was the only suc­
cessful right. Everything seemed to prove 
that tho end of this dispensation was at 
“and, and a passion for religion might bo 
®aiy skin deep, but it was very powerful. 
Churches were crowded with eager listen* 
crs. The attendance in church became so 
increased that few of the buildings wero 
iarge enough to meet the demand. From 
that era date many a fine minster and 
cathedral; churches already beautiful wero 
torn down to make room for better; tho 
^ch and powerful raised noble edifices and 
foerally endowed them. It seems some- 
tehfvt incongrous that elaborate and ex*
\ 9uisito churches should have been built, 
'With such promise of permanence, just at 
rime when tho end was expected. As the 
chth century neared its close the impres- 
S1°n deepened. Many persons sold all their 
^°ds and gave to the poor. Rich and poor 
°nt on pilgrimage. The nerves of Eu* 
°Pe were so highly strung that the great* 
excesses were perpetrated from motives 
' Piety. Ascetism, self flagellation, pen* 
Ce tecre practiced with eagerness. Per* 
a/ls died from sheer fright when sudden 
- °cks made them fancy their fears were 
_ Mized. One thunderstorm in Paris is 
j. ^ to havo killed 27 people purely by ter* 
th a t^or all this violent upheaval ol
v .Vonth century dawned on a Y’orld not 
nf, fo'rned by the hist fires nor ypt the seat 
foretold millennium.
1Vo centuries passed before the next
conscience of wide Christendom the
of
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S SHOTS MAGAZINE.
This is the first box magazine, lever action gun, ever put on the market. It is light dn weight; handsome in form; strong, safe 
wift, and sure in action. The best materials, which our large capacity and exprerience have determined, are used in receiver, 
action and barrel. The parts are made to gauges by our own interchangeable system— not fitted by hand and numbered separate­
ly. The complete gun has been tested at 60,000 lbs. pressure with a .30 Caliber‘Government shell and ball, giving velocities of 
24 feet per second. The regular velocity required for this cartridge is 2,000 feet. Each gun has been proved in the rough and 
finished condition, shot to prove the action, and sighted upon a 200-yard target . As a single loader, it can be shot 25 times per 
minute from the shoulder, with aim; as a repeater, at the rate of two to three shots per second, with aim. We believe that no 
other gun can offer so many advantages in rapidity of action, high velocity, and excellence of material and workmanship.
Winchester Repeating C o .,
T**; ew
general panic. An astronomer named 
Stoffler foretold that a conjunction of the 
planets in 1524 would bring a deluge, and, 
though this was a distinct contradiction ol 
Bibical teaching, tho belief made progress. 
Noah’s example was followed widely. One 
Parisian built a raft and stored it with 
provisions that would last six months. 
Persons resolved that this second flood 
should find more than one ark of safety. 
Tho inhabitants of a small village 50 miles 
from any river spent all their wealth in 
constructing a large vessel. Skeptics took 
advantage of the scare by buying land ai 
absurd prices. But the date came and 
passed. No deluge fell. The arks were 
not needed. T I19 prophecy of the rainbow 
was again a true one.
The great eclipse of 1654 gave the world 
its next terror. Foretold by astronomers, 
ignorance augured the worst from so un­
common an occurrence. Churches were 
again crowded with devout worshipers, 
trembling with apprehension of an event 
which they thought might carry off tV  
earth’s atmosphere or poison its water"’. 
The eclipse came, and earth survived 
Then came the comet of 1679, which really 
approached very near to this planet in its 
swift career. Many persons really thought 
it was to bo tho end, and the demand foi 
Bibles became so great that a London book­
seller found, himself compelled to strike oft 
two special editions. The comet passed 
and with it the special demand for Bibles. 
Then came the terrible earthquake of Lis­
bon, tho shock of which was felt over a 
large portion of the world. Naturally 
enough the cry was again raised that the 
end had come. This experience has been 
repeated with every such natural calamity, 
and the fears of doomsday have been proved 
to bo by no means a monopoly of Chris­
tianity. Tho natives of Indian archipela­
goes and the cultured inhabitants of Her­
culaneum have both raised the same cry in 
their fears that “ the gods had willed to de­
stroy tho earth. ”— Household Words.
DO YOU USE MILK?
If Yes, You Are Guilty of a Particularly 
Heartless Form of Theft.
When we take milk with our tea or but­
ter or cheese with our bread, we are con­
niving at what is when looked at in one 
Way a particularly heartless form of theft. 
Did nature in the first place provide the 
milk for our benefit? Not at all. It is 
♦he provision for the poor innocent calf, 
and we have filched his property from him 
by force or trickery. But, passing over the 
moral aspect of the question— which you 
Will generally find is the most discreet 
method when we are discussing our deal­
ings with the lower animals-vhow is it that 
tho cow is so especially useful in yielding 
us an abundant supply of milk?
The answer is because she is naturally a 
forest animal that had often to leave lier 
baby behind and to wander far for^food. 
Wild cattle hide their young calves in the 
thickets. Unlike the colt, the calf has but 
feeble locomotive powers, and therefore it 
could not accompany #ie cow when she 
traveled to distant gladss where grass was 
abundant. Thus the sucking calf cannot 
get hTs nutriment whenever he wants it as 
the young foal can, which is never away
from the mare. He has to wait for his 
meals until his mother returns. But this 
arrangement also renders it needful that 
the cow’s udder should hold a good store of 
milk, which slowly collects during the 
hours when she is absent from her baby; 
hence the large “ bag” which always dis­
tinguishes a good milker, and hence also 
the important fact that a cow retains her 
milk until morning and evening visits of 
the farmer or dairymaid.
The habit of chewing the cud among 
cattle and other herbivorous animals tells 
a similar tale. They had no time to mas­
ticate the grass thoroughly when they were 
feeding, but were obliged to get in a sup­
ply of provisions as rapidly as possible and 
during the hours when the wild beasts 
were least abroad. Having got in their 
store, they retired to their safe hiding 
places and lay down to ruminate at leisure. 
— “ Wild Traits In Tame Animals,” by 
Dr. Louis Robinson, in North American 
Review.
A TIM E SAVING CLOCK.
The Ingenious Device of a Broker to Get 
Rid of Bores.
‘ ‘ I  call it my time saving clock, ’ ’ said a 
Wall street broker, pointing to a clock 
with a large dial in a conspicuous position 
on the broker’s roll top desk. “ You will 
notice that when you are seated beside me, 
you can’t help seeing it. Now keep your 
eyes on the hands. ’ ’
1 The broker b t t §  ched one leg under his 
desk, and at once the hands on the clock 
began to turn. They moved from 11:20 
o’clock to 1:30 o’clock in about three sec­
onds.
‘ ‘ I  called your attention to the clock face 
simply to show you how it was done, ’ ’ ex­
plained the man of stocks, “ but I  don’t do 
that when I  want to make practical use cf 
it. You see, I  am greatly annoyed by vis­
itors who have no conception of the value 
of their own time or mine, and I  devised 
this scheme to get rid of them. I  got an 
electrical friend to connect the clock works 
With a push button which I  can touch 
with my foot. When a man gets to bo a 
bore, I  pick up a railroad timo table, which 
I  have handy, and hold it up in front of 
him. A t the same time I  touch the but­
ton and set the time on, say an hour.
“ Then I  say, ‘Well, I ’ve got to get a 
train pretty soon. ’ ' Of course the first 
thing my visitob does is to look at the 
clock, and he is usually surprised at the 
rapid flight of time. Sometimes he will 
look at his watch for confirmation, but I  
always swear my clock is run on electrical 
time and cannot possibly be wrong. That 
usually starts him.
“ I  had to put the clock up three hours 
the other day on a long winded fellow. It  
was at 10 o’clock in the morning, and I  
pushed the hands along to 1 o’clock. 
Would you believe me, it actually made 
him hungry, because he thought it was 
lunch time?”— New York Mail and Ex­
press. ___________
Bonner’s Farm.
Mr. Bonner’s farm is on a plateau over­
looking the Hudson at Tarrytown, and 
here he spends much of his time. He has 
made a lifelong study of shoeing and
through his knowledge of foot balancing 
has been able to increase the speed of horses 
purchased by him and to make the lame 
go sound. Apparently he is never so hap­
py as when in the blacksmith shop super­
intending the shoeing of a crippled horse. 
He is an expert reinsman, and it is refresh­
ing to see him on a summer’s day in a 
skeleton bicycle wagon sending a trotter 
at full speed around his track. The graves 
of such famous horses as Pocahontas, Ra- 
rus, Nutbourne, Edward Everett, Startle, 
Peerless and Grafton are within sight of 
the track, and conspicuous among the 
blood mares in the pasture are Maud S 
and her full sister Russella. Edwin For­
rest, who at one time challenged the atten­
tion of the country, threatening the track 
supremacy of St. Julien and even Maud S, 
is now a common laborer on the farm. He 
has trotted a mile to high wheel sulky in 
2:11%, but in July, 1895, in the twenty- 
fourth year of his age, I  saw him patiently 
toiling in front of a mowing machine. It 
is better for some horses, as it is for some 
men, to wear out than rust out.— Hamil­
ton Busbey in Scribner’s.
Napoleon’s Family Life.
Family life at the Tuileries was a model, 
the emperor finding his greatest pleasure 
in domestic amusements, playing billiards, 
riding, driving and even romping with his 
young wife, - bile his tenderness for the 
babe was phenomenal. Still he was no 
puritan, and the lapsed classes could in­
dulge themselves in vice if only they paid. 
Train their purses fabulous sums were 
tun cd into the emperor’s secret funds. Un­
der L.o continent system industry was at a 
standstill, and every household felt the pri­
vation of abstaining from the free use of 
sugar and o> cr colonial wares. There was, 
however, general confidence in speedy re­
lief, and U c re were worse things than 
waiting.— professor Sloane’s “ Life of Na­
poleon” in Century.
Doomed Dogs.
A  wealthy squire is an ardent hunter, 
but a notoriously bad shot. As he was 
going out hunting with his two dogs he 
met a friend.
“ Poor brutes,” said his friend with a 
sigh, looking at the dogs.
“ Why so? They adore me,” said the 
nimrod, putting down his hand for the 
dogs to lick.
“ That’s the pity of it,” said the other in 
a melancholy tone.— Pick Mo Up.
22,161,337,333 Tons of Dew!
Wells estimates the total annual deposit 
of dew on the British isles as being in the 
neighborhood of five inches, or about one- 
seventh of tho total amount of moisture re­
ceived from the atmosphere. This means 
22,161,337,355 tons of dew a year, reckon­
ing tho ton at 252 imperial gallons.— St. 
Louis Republic.
Full of Ability.
Father— I  would like my son to study 
under you.
IVAuber Has he shown any natural 
talents that would fit him to become an 
artist?
Father (enthusiastically)— Yes, indeed. 




Tuesday was a real spring day.
Billy Soule was a visitor in town Fri­
day.
John Russell and family are in Phillips 
this week.
Mrs. Addle Wilbur visited in Farming- 
ton, Saturday.
Geo. M. Esty is working for Frank W. 
Hewey on his new boat.
Frank Philbrick had good success 
partridge hunting last Tuesday.
Miss Allie Mae Haley left for Brewer 
yesterday morning, (Wednesday).
E. G. Wilbur will take charge of Tooth­
aker and Kimball’s logging crew this 
winter.
Mr3 . Anna Blodgett recently sold a 
good family horse to Silas Blodgett, of 
Phillips.
Mrs. Amos Ellis and her daughter, Miss 
Ilda Huntoon, visited od the South Side 
this week.
John Flint, who has been visiting rela­
tives in town, returned to his home in 
Boston, Tuesday.
Miss Emma Gile, of Rangeley Planta­
tion, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Addie 
Wilbur, on Lake St.
Report says it is to be Al. Withey’s 
turn for the next roast in tho Vaughn—  
Withey tournament.
Frank Harris exchanged horses with 
Ed. Greenwood, of Phillips, recently. He 
has a fine looking horse.
Prof. George Wing, of Phillips, made 
his last trip with vegetables Tuesday. He 
will resumo his trips about March 1st.
Mi$s Grace Hinkley left for Boston last 
Friday, where she will take a course in 
stenography. She will probably remain 
during the winter.
Charles H. Neal sold a house lot on 
High St., between Bert Herrick’s and 
John Huntoon’s, to Wilmont Patterson, 
Tuesday. He will build in the spring.
Florian Tibbetts owns a house lot on 
Cross St., and Alpha Withey one on 
Center St. where he now lives. These are 
the two streets recently laid out by the 
selectmen.
Geo. W. Young has sold a good high 
and dry house lot on Haley St., formerly 
known as Dead River road, to Mrs. 
Marcia K. Haley. It  is a beautiful loca­
tion.
Quite a little consolation is derived by 
those who have to leave town by rail. If 
they enjoy a beautiful sunrise there is one 
awaiting, passengers at Dead River valley 
with Saddleback mountain as a promi- 
• neat feature. If the weather Is right a 
most lovely effect is seen.
Natt Ellis is busy, when his barber 
chair gives him a spare moment, in putting 
up “Ellis’ Lotion.” He has made large 
sales recently and if the demand increases 
in the future as since he first put it on the 
market, he will have to build a labritory 
and devote his whole time to its manufac­
ture.
The next move of the Rangeley Lakes 
Hotel Company In enlarging will be to ex­
tend from the position now being built 
a»d put on a four story addition to match 
the part that was built new last year. 
Mr. Haley, the contractor, left the rollers 
under the east end piazza ready for its 
next fall Journey.
The lecture last Friday evening, in Fur­
bish Hall, by Profs. George and Bion 
Wing, of Phillips, was well attended. 
These gentlemen have recently graduated 
from a Phrenological College, New York. 
Their talk was Interesting and more or 
less amusement was offered by the exami­
nations of differentjperson’s heads, chosen 
from the audience. Another lecture was 
given Monday evening. These gentlemen 
will make a lecture tour during the winter 
having California their destination point.
A. J. Haley returned to Farmington last 
Friday.
A. J. Haley returned from Farmington, 
Monday.
Benj. Butler, of Avon, was in town 
Saturday.
Mrs. George Wilbur went to Phillips 
Thursday.
Samuel Hano, Esq., of Newton, was In 
town last week.
Photographer Smith was a passenger on 
the early train Thursday.
Mr. Hano, says he has not come to build 
anything in Rangeley just yet.
The King’s Daughters will meet with 
Mrs. Harry Dennison next Monday even­
ing.
Clarence E. Morton, of Portland, for­
merly of this place, was in town Monday 
night.
About 65 tickets were sold at this sta­
tion for the Phillips’ celebration Saturday 
night.
Conductor Bob McMullen, of the log 
train easily carries off the honors of his 
position.
Sunday morning the ground was cover­
ed with snow, but it had all disappeared 
before night.
Mrs. Grace Whorff and little Carl, re­
turned Monday evening and went down 
to the Mooseloookmeguntic House.
If the hour’s Wait at Redington could 
be put on the Rangeley end of the route it 
would be a great improvement in the 
railroad service as it now exists.
A  sportsman who was here this week 
complains bitterly because it takes him 30 
hours after leaving Rangeley before light, 
to reach his home in Nashua, N. H.
The Lawrence Newhall Company of 
Shawmut, have bought Alder Stream 
Township, in the Dead River region. It 
was sold by Page & Clark, of Fairfield.
W, B. Wadsworth, of Plainfield, N. J. 
started Tuesday morning, with Eugene 
Soule, for Cupsuptic Stream where he 
hopes to be successful in capturing a deer.
G. A. Proctor has come out as a candi-, 
date for the postmastership. His petition 
i3 heeded by the Republican town commit­
tee and has also a large number of the 
leading Republicans of this town.
Samuel Hano, Esq., offered Hon. John 
R. Toothaker $6750 for certain lands that 
he owns, including his home farm, the 
Geo. Pillsbury farm, a lot near the Mount­
ain View House and tbe Gile pasture near 
Quimby pond.
Alf. Withee brought to Rangeley 
Lakes a full-blown buttercup, picked by 
him in the field near the hatchery. It  
would seem that the buttercup was de­
corating the fields in honor of the election, 
despite the cold and winter weather.
E. I. Herrick has a change of his adver­
tisement this week. He has lots of good 
things for your thanksgiving dinner, which 
will not be complete without them. He 
will also have a large and complete line of 
Christmas presents about Dec. 15. Some­
thing useful a3 well as ornamental can be 
found in his complete assortment.
The mention made in last week’s issue in 
regard to there being a beaver’s home In 
the meadow at this end of Haley Pond 
was a mistatement, being for the abode of 
muskrats. C. T . Richardson, Esq., inform­
ed Rangeley Lakes that there Is nothing 
for beavers to feed upon at this place and 
that they also build their houses generally 
on the land.
There Is some talk of the young ladies 
getting up a leap year ball. As the year 
draweth to a close, and as it will bo eight 
years more before they will have another 
opportunity to “ lead the van,”  they pro­
pose to take man “by the forelock,” hold 
him over the terrible abyss of single 
blessedness for the purpose of seeing If it 
will not have the effect of more mingling 
of the spirits. Great changes are liable 
to happen in eight years, girls.
Edwin Haley was quite sick a few days 
last week.
Mrs. Herbert Huntoon visited In Phil­
lips last week.
Sylvanus Dunham, of Madrid, was: In 
town Friday.
Isaac W. Smith, of Madrid, was in 
town Tuesday.
D. L. Nile, of Dallas, has his house 
nearly ready for occupancy.
Samuel Hano is offering good prices for 
land bordering on the lake.
lt  is understood that Rev. W. H. Small 
will preach in Weld during the winter.
Toothaker & Kimball’s logging crew 
started for the woods Tuesday morning.
Mrs. Melvina Darling is up from Bemis 
visiting her brother, Charles F. Quimby.
Phineas Richardson returned from Port­
land and Turner, his old home, Saturday.
The salmon in the stream are as much 
of an attraction as they are in the open 
season.
Eugene and Bert Herrick have quite a 
crew at work on their land just outside 
the village.
The car was filled and many passengers 
occupied the baggage compartment on the 
in trip Monday.
Mrs. H. W. Small has had very good 
success canvassing for books within the 
past few weeks.
Wilmont Patterson left Wednesday 
morning to commence work for I. W. 
Greene, of Coplin.
Harry Furbish will start on his annual 
tour of the logging camps with watches 
and jewelry in a few days.
Alec Matthews came in Monday. He is 
to look over the Kennebago route for a 
bid on the contract to build.
Jacob Haley, who lives in Geo. Young’s 
house, is slowly gaining from the severe 
injury he received last summer.
Ernest Haley has purchased a house lot 
on the north side of the Dead River road 
and will erect a cottage in the spring.
Chas. B. Calden, who has been watching 
Kennebago stream for the past two 
months, returned to this place Friday.
Jacob Haley has about decided to build 
a house on the lot he recently bought of 
George Young, on the Dead River road.
Ed. Royal is at work for David Hoar in 
the blacksmith shop. He will work in the 
shop daytimes and attend to his barber 
business in the evening.
Rangeley Lake House.
A  change in the original ideas of tho 
first floor of the addition has been made. 
There will be two rooms and a hall taken 
off next the office. These will be for writ­
ing and reading rooms, and it will then 
leave a very large parlor. Double doors 
will open from the piazza on the southeast 
end and "on the sides will be two large bay 
windows, which will improve the looks of 
the room very much and yet not project 
enough to Interfere with the veranda. 
Two handsome fire places are situated 
each side of the entrance. The work is 
going right ahead and Contractor Haley 
keeps the men engaged.
A  pile of motar now ready for use con­
tains 30 casks of lime and is “not half 
enough” says Mr. Thomas, the mason.
After one more addition tho future ac­
commodations will be made in the form of 
cottages says Mr. W. S. Marble.
Next season guests who wish to know 
the distance they walk can tell vory 
accurately, the piazza will be 530 ft. long 
and ten times along it will give 20 feet 
more than a mile.
Maine’s Own is Always the Best.
Every State has its own Keeley Institute 
Maine’s Keeley Institute is in Deering. Every 
train on the Maine Central and the Portland & 
Rochester Railroads stop at this station (West­
brook Junction). It is the best, the nearest, 
the cheapest and has a Keeley graduate for 
its physician, who understands every pang and 
want of the patient. This is the only Keeley 
Institute in New England authorized by Dr. 
Leslie E. Keeley. or the Keeley Co. to do busi­
ness in Maine. Look around you and see the 
permanent cures from your own Institute.
Captain Barker was up from Bemis 
Wednesday.
Mrs. Cornelius Ellis went to Lewiston 
Wednesday morning.-
Mrs. Lucy Herrick visited her uncle, 
Jacob Haley, Wednesday.
The fight still goes on.— Among the big 
salmon in the mill stream.
Abraham and Fred Ross will work for 
the winter for Toothaker & Kimball.
Mr. Herbert Ross will make a winter’s 
work cutting and hauling cord wood to 
this village.
Elias Haley and his sister, Mrs. Mary 
Snowman, from Dallas, visited their 
brother, Jacob Haley, last Tuesday.
Rev. H. W. Small and family are plan­
ning to leave town next Saturday for 
Lisbon Falls, where they will remain for 
the winter.
Sheep Driving Humor.
Vid Hinkley has returned from a trip he 
made driving a band of sheep from Range- 
ley to Bethel. He relates hiB adventures 
along the route in a dry, humorous, dis- 
criptive manner, and all the sportsmen 
who have employed Mr. Hinkley as guide 
will appreciate it.
Benjamin Franklin Beal, of Phillips, 
purchased the sheep in Rangeley for Mr.
H. F. Hastings, of Newery. They started 
from Rangeley with 575 and picked up the 
lots that had been bought along the road 
till they turned into the “ six mile woods”  
near Weld upper village with 1400. There 
were eight drivers and at times they would 
scatter along the roads for three miles.
As night came on they looked for a 
chance to get the sheep into a field for the 
night, and incidently, secure shelter and 
board for themselves. They found it. 
“We never had a worse looking place any­
where about Rangeley” said Vid. The 
first introduction was to a “snarl” of 
children, Vid told Mr. Hastings they had 
found a “ nice clean place to stop, for the 
dirt is all on the faces of kids.” He ad­
mits now that he was mistaken. Supper 
was prepared and they gathered at the 
“festive board” and feasted. “The pota­
toes and cream we relished though we did 
not know what the former wero boiled 
in.”
When it came time to retire, some of them 
were shown up stairs. It was a very cold 
night and a sheet and a quilt looked light, 
“ we took off our boots so as not to sofl 
the sheet, and turned in, and turned out in 
the morning alive.” Those who slept In 
the hay mow had to be rubbed an hour, 
before breakfast, to restore life. The 
steam from their breath had changed to 
snow.
Poor Frank Beal got the worst of it all. 
He attempted to sleep on the kitchen floor 
with a carriage robe for covering. Being 
nearly six feet in length and the robe three 
and one-half feet, there was quite an ex­
panse of his human system exposed to tbe 
chilly breezes of the night. He jacknlfed 
himself as nearly as possible, tucked the 
robe carefully about him and then dis­
covered that it was too short at one end. 
When this was remedied it was not long 
enough at the other end. It was see-saw 
till he got wedged between the stove and 
the side of the room. For a few moments 
he was quiet, then he found that the nails 
In one of hiB shoes were chattering from 
the cold, a change of position improved 
matters for a few moments, then a chilli 
so severe that a length ot the stove pip0 
rattled off and struck him. In a fit of 
desparation he straightened himself out, 
turned a basket bottomed chair over both 
feet and went to sleep.
They moved on early, “couldn’t wait 
for breakfast” having had all of “Hotel” 
life they wanted.
It took four and one-half days from 
Rangeley to Bethel.
Blue M ountain  Kennels.
Bull terriors from six weeks to fifteen months
oM. Dogs and sluts for sale at reasonable
prices. S. WARREN BATES, Prop*
__ Phillips, Me.
D^fT The dog at the Mooselookmegun^ 
House, the past summer, was brad at tnej>c 
kennels.
